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tecture. The high-performance and cost-effective
computing offered by these machines are enhancour ability to study cross sections for collisions
lectrons with industrially important gases, e.g.,
CnFe, &He, and CFJH. Such cross sections play
an important role in modelling low-temperature
plasmas used in plasmsGassisted etching and deposition in microelectronic fabrication.

We report on a distributed memory implementation and initial applications of a program for
calculating electron-mo
tions. Runs on the M
that large-grain MIM
s are well suited
for these applications. Some results of studies
of e--SiaHe and e--SiF4 collisions will be diacussed.

II. B a

d

The collision of an electron ith a molecular target A may be illustrated schematically as

the electron initially traveb with kinetic
energy -Em along the direction specified by the
vector k,, and, following the
molecule along direction &, w
asterisk on A indicates that
be rotationally, vibrationally,
cited by the collision, in wh
cobions for which E, = Em are referred to as
elastic.
The Schwinger multichannel (SMC) procedure
[2,3]is a variational method specifically formulated for obtaining the probabilities, or cross sections, for law-energy electron-molecule collision
events, including e
scattering and vibrational
or electronic excit
The SMC method is a p
piicable to molecules of arbitr
capable of incorporating effects arising from polarisation of the target by the incident electron,
which are particularly important at the
(approximately 0-5 eV).

CRAY machines, h

Our motivations for b
ing a hypercube version of our code for studying electron-molecule
ons include, on the one hand, the high cost
les on GRAY-type machin
herent limitations in
ted CPU throughput
due to the reccuraive ch
of the computationally intensive step of the calculations, and on the
other hand, the potent

In the SMC procedure, the scattering amplitude

f(gm,&),

structure lends itself natura
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whose square modulus is proportional
section, is obtained in the form

+

where Sm(&,,) is an (N 1)-electron interactionfree wave function of the form

for all combinations of Cartesian Gaussians a,/3,
and 7, and for a wide range of iin both magnitude and direction. These integrals are evaluated analytically by an intricate 'black box"
comprising approximately two thousand lines of
FORTRAN. A typical calculation might require
loQto 10'O c a b tal this integral-evaluation suite,
consuming roughly 80% of the total computation
time. Once the primitive integrals are obtained,
they are assembledl in appropriate linear combinations to yield the Tatrix elements appearing in
the expression for f(k,, En). The original CRAY
code performs this procedure in two steps: first,
a repeated linear transformation to integrals involving molecular orbitals, followed by a transformation from the molecular-orbital integrals to the
physical matrix elements involving Slater determinants. The latter step is equivalent to an extremely sparse linear transformation whose coefficients are determined in an elaborate subroutine
with a complicated logical flow.

V is the interaction potential between the electron
and the molecular target, and the ( N + 1)-electron
functions xi are Slater determinants which form
a basis set for approximating the exact scattering wave functions &)( gm) and &) (&,). The
(A-')ij are elements of the inverse of the matrix
representation in the basis xi of the operator

-{&1

N+l

- F ( & P + PI?)).

Here P is the projector onto open (energetically
accessible) electronic states ,

p=

l*t(1,2,.

..,"(QPL(1,2,.

..,N)l,

&open

III. Concurrent Jmplementation

G F ) is the (N + 1)-electron Green's function projected onto open channels, and & = (E - H),
where E is the total energy of the system and H
is the full Hamiltonian.

The necessity of evaluating large numbers of
"primitive' two-electron integrals makes the SMC
procedure a natural candidate for parallelisation
on a MIMD machime such as the Mark IIIfp hypercube. The large memory and general-purpose
processors of the Miirk IIIfp make it feasible to distribute the "black box" integral evaluator across
the processors and to divide up the evaluation of
the primitive integrals among all the processors.
In planning the decomposition of the set of integrals onto the nodes of the hypercube, two principal h u e s mast k considered. First, the number of integrals required is such that not all can
be stored in memory simultaneously, and certain
indicea must therefore be processed sequentially.
Second, the transformation from primitive integrals to physical matrix elements, which necessarily involves interprocessor communication, should.
be as efficient and transparent aa possible. With
both of these considlerations in view, the approach
chosen wan to configure the hypercube as a logical two-torus, to which is mapped an integral matrix whose columna are labeled by Gaussian pairs
(a, and whom mws are labeled by momentum
and 7 are processed
directions k; the indices
sequentially.

In the present implementation, the Slater determinants xi are formed from molecular orbit&
which are, in turn, combinations of Cartesian
Gaussian orbitals

which are commonly used in molecular electronicstructure studies. With this choice, all matrix elements needed in the evaluation of
can
be obtained analytically, except those involving
the Green's-function term V G F ) V . These terma
are evaluated numerically via a momentum-space
quadrature procedure [4]. Once all matrix elements are calculated, the final step in the calculation is solution of a aystem of linear equations to
obtain the scattering amplitude f(Zm,
Ln).

f(k,
E)

The computationally intensive step in the above
formulation is the evaluation of large numbers of
so-called "primitive" two-electron integrals

a),

Given this choice of data decomposition, a design
for the parallel transformation procedure must be
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n. Direct emulation of the sequential codthat is, transformation firat to molecular-orbital
integrab and then t c physical matrix elements-is
undesirable, because the latter step WOUM entail
an intricate parallel routine governing the complicated flow of a relatively limited amount of
data between processors. The potential for coding errors woubd be unacceptably high. Instead,
the two transformations are combined into a single step by using the logical outline of the original molecular-orbital+o-physical-matrix-element
routine in a distributed version of the CRAY sequential routine which builds a distributed transformation matrix. The combined transformations
are then accomplished by a series of large, almostfull complex-arithmetic matrix multiplicationn directly on the primitive-integral data set. The
transformation steps and Msociated interprocesnor communication are thus localised and ‘hidel multiplications, which are
t on hypercube architectures
cy, benefit8 of this approach
include simplicity and enhanced portability of the
The remainder of the parallel implementation involves relatively straightforward modificstiona of
ential CRAY code,
h the exception of
of integrationa aver
ea iubing in the
ion of the VGF’V
rix elements, and
of the mlution of a system of linear equationa in
the finalphase of the calculation. The angular integration, done by Ga-Legendn
quadrature, is
compactly and efficiently coded aa a distributed
matrix multiplication of the form Adiag(wi)At.
The integration o m is entially accomphhed
in SIMD faahion. The mlutioa of the linear qstem
will be performed by a distributed LU mlvar[14]
modified for complex arithmetic, implementation
of which in under way. Thb w i l l m
solution of systems on the order of 2
on current hardware. However, in applications
to date, the sbe of the linear system+-1- than
lo0 x lOO-has allowed we of the original eequential solver running either on the host or on a single
node.

No attempt has been made to benchmark the
parallel electron scattering code in detail. Such
an wrercise L irrelevant here, because the integr
ingly parallel, and matrix multipliea
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Fig. 1 Time for computation and transformation of a complete set of two-electron integrals,
for fixed $1, an a function of the Mark DIfp hypercube dhenaion (nquans). A b shown in an
exponential best fit (solid line), with parameters
an indicated in the figure, and, for comparison, the
singlaprocensor CRAY Y-MP time (dashed line).
and

LU decomposition have been previously as-

ed

.

However, it8 performance relative to the
onginal CRAY code has been
aeries of calculationr on Mark IIIfp hypercubes of
dimension8 from 0 (a single procawor) to 6 (64
p ” s o m ) , the largest currently available. The
same calculation wan ab0 performed on a CRAY
Y-MPwith the original code. For thene comparison~,a modest but realintic ‘production run” for
the CO molecule using 32 Cartesian Ga
bitah wan choaen. Results are presented
and 2. Figare 1rhows the time required for a single ‘quadratarc shell’ of integrals, i.e., for evaluation and tranaformation of a complete set of
tPrselectron integral8 for 8 6 x 4 magnitude 151,
ad a function of the cube dimension. All 1/0 and
code loading are included in timings. The Weitek
XL floating point proce
performs the primial calculation at roughly 0.85 Mflopa per
ation to physical matrix
Mflopsjprocessor. The
data of Fig. 1are prenented in an alternative fauhion in Fig. 2, which shows speedup an a function
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Fig. t Differentiad crow ocction for elastic scattering of 4eV electmm by the Si2He molecule. The
solid line shows theoretical results obtained on the
Mark IIIfp; the circclea are measured values (Ref.
(71).

Fig. 2 Speedup aa a function of hypercube dimension for the same c u e as Fig. 1. Efficienciw
are indicated for each dimension. For comparison,
ideal 2" spacdup io shown by the dashed line.
of cube dimension, along with efficiencia (the ratio of achieved to ideal, or 2", speedup). The
(singleprocensor) Y-MP time in indicated by the
dashed line. As wen from the figure, the Mark
Imp performance s a r p ~ ~ that
~ e r achieved on the
CRAY in going from 10 to 32 procat". The d i d
line, which is an exponential best fit, evidently d e
suibes the obsvved Mark IIIfp timer well over the
range of hypercube dimensionr studied, although
the fact that the time decrewea iu 2-Oes7" rather
than 2-" indicates that the rpeedup achieved in
less than ideal. An analogow plot for the total
CO computation t h e on 8 to 64 prucmsors (not
shown) reveals identical characteristia, reflecting
the dominance of the two-electron integrals in the
calculation. h expected for a problem of fixed
sire, the efficiency declinea aa the hypercube dimension increases 151, but remaina reasonable over
the range studied. Most importantly, on 64 proceseom, we are outperforming the Y-MP by a factor of 3 on a small problem. Larger problem will
provide a greater performance differential.

rent SMC code wao applied to a number of elastic electron-scattering problems, with an emphasis
on polyatomk g w of interest in low-temperature
plaama applications [e]. Some of the oyatema
examined to date are ethylene (CO&), ethane
( C d l ~ ) ,disilane (Si&),
and tetrafluorosilane
(SiF4). Illustrative m a l t s are presented in Figs.
3-5, along with experimental or other data for
comparbon [7-11]. Figure 3 shows the differential crom section--that in, scattering probability
as a function of tho angle 19 between incident and
outgoing directions-for 4 eV electrons colliding
elastically with Si~lH6molecules. Agreement with
recent experimental resulti [7j is excellent. One
point to observe is the significant probability of
scattering in the high-angle, or near-backward, directions, for which (experimentaldata are unavailable. Examinatkm of Fig. 3 suggests that extrapolation of the meaured valuea to thio region in likely
to underestimate the crosa section. Thin fact in significant because such backscattering makes a large
contribution to the! transfer of momentum from
the electrons to the gas molecules and in therefore
important in the numerical modeling of plaamaa
and discharges.

V. Selected Resultr
After development and debugging, the concur-
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6 Elastic electron scattering c r m section
for SiF, obtained on the Mark IIIfp (solid line).
Also shown are total scattering croea section measurements of Refr. [lo] (squares) and 1111 (ckcles).

W. Conelwiona and 'IRrtUw P r

The large backscattering probability indicated
in Fig. 3 contributes to the peak in the Sil&
momentum-transfer crosa sect'
weighted integral over the
section-ahown in Fig. 4 a a function of electron energy. The dashed cmver in Fig. 4, which
nt estimated [81 and indirectly derived [SI
momePbum-trder c
"
the only previously publish
tldally important molecule,
for calculationa of the

As a further ex ple of the appkationa performed 60 date, Fi
for the angle-inte

The concurrent implementation of a large sequential code which is in production on CRAYtype machines ia an example of challenges which
am likely to become increasingly frequent aa commercial parallel machines proliferate and M more
anad more 'mainstream* computer uscm are attracted by their potential. Several lemons which
from the port of the SMC code may prove
to thow contemplating similar projects.
One ir the d u e of foewing on the concurrent implementation of the existing code [U]
and, M) far
a possible, maintaining the structure and code
from the sequential program. The development
of an understanding of the original CRAY code
and ik organisation ia a demanding part of such
a parailelisation. On the other hand, major buea
of structure and organisation which bear directly

section. Considerin
the theoretical result, the agreement in magnitude
and overall shape of the c r o a sections are quite
encouraging.

on the parallel con
derivvc very careful attention. In the SM
the principal such issue
was how to implement efficiently the tranaformation from primitive integral8 to physical matrix
elemenk. A poor parallelisation of the transformation could offset the high efficiency of the primitive integral calculation. The solution arrived at

not only implied that a significant departure from
the sequential code was warranted but also suggested the data decomposition. One conclusion
is that similar code reorganisation-building and
multiplying large matrices-would improve the execution on the CRAY. In contrast, the primitive
integral evaluation could not be significantly improved for the CRAY because it is a recursive procedure; however, it was easily parallelbed for a
large grain machine. A final point worth mentioning is that the conversion was greatly facilitated
by an environment which fostered collaboration
between workers familiar with the original code
and its application and workers adept at parallel programming practice, and in which there was
ready access both to smaller machines for debugging runs and to larger, production machines.
Plans for the near future include the implementation of the distributed LU solver, already mentioned, and the implementation of portions of the
sequential code necessary for studies of electronic
excitation and for employing molecular symmetry to reduce computation. Subsequent steps will
probably include optimkation of key sequential
subroutines and transfer of the code to other parallel machines as they become available.
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